Nonempirical statistical theory for molecular evaporation from nonrigid clusters.
We propose a nonempirical statistical theory to give the reaction rate and the kinetic energy distribution of fragments for molecular evaporation from highly nonrigid atomic and van der Waals clusters. To quantify the theory, an efficient and accurate method to evaluate the absolute value of classical density of states (the Thomas-Fermi density in phase space) and the flux at the so-called dividing surface is critically important, and we have devised such an efficient method. The theory and associated methods are verified by numerical comparison with the corresponding molecular dynamics simulation through the study of Ar(2) evaporation from Ar(8) cluster, in which evaporation is strongly coupled with structural isomerization dynamics. It turns out that the nonempirical statistical theory gives quite an accurate reaction rate. We also study the kinetic energy release (KER) arising from these evaporations and its Boltzmann-like distribution both for atomic and diatomic evaporations. This provides a general relation between the KER and temperature of the fragments.